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Martha Nussbaum
Martha Nussbaum (born Martha Craven on May 6, 1947) is a prominent American philosopher and public intellectual, with particular interests in ancient philosophy, political philosophy, gender studies, legal theory and ethics. She was born in New York, the daughter of George Craven, a Philadelphia lawyer, and Betty Warren, a homemaker. She studied theatre and classics at New York University, getting a Bachelor of Arts in 1969, and gradually moved to philosophy while at Harvard, where she received a MA in 1971 and a PhD in 1975, studying under G. E. L. Owen. This period also saw her marriage to Alan Nussbaum (divorced in 1987), conversion to Judaism, and the birth of her daughter Rachel, who would become a professor of German History.
She taught philosophy and classics at Harvard in the 1970s and early 1980s, before moving to Brown. Her 1986 book The Fragility of Goodness (updated in 2000), on ancient ethics, was particularly influential, and made her a well-known figure throughout the humanities.
During the 1980s Nussbaum began collaborating with economist Amartya Sen on issues of development and ethics. She developed a different version of the "capabilities approach" also championed by Sen; her more objectivist version of this approach powerfully emphasizes what people are in fact “able to do and to be," drawing on "an intuitive idea of a life that is worthy of the dignity of the human being" (see especially Women and Human Development).  Informed by a qualified, yet still universalistic, form of Aristotelianism, Nussbaum's capabilities approach has been a valuable tool for rethinking development theory in terms of the political task of achieving justice, insuring that every citizen has the capabilities necessary for choosing and living a fully good life. This contrasts with a common view that sees development purely in terms of economic growth, and poverty purely as income-deprivation. Although broadly universalistic, this approach is, in Nussbaum's hands, also sensitive to issues of cultural difference and relativity. Her conception of the good life is open-ended, experimental, and focuses on the core experiences--death, the body, affiliation, practical reason and others--that different cultural formations construct themselves around (see her seminal essay, "Non-Relative Virtues: An Aristotelian Approach," in The Quality of Life).
Importantly, her approach to justice is also defined, in Rawlsian fashion, as involving a political conception of the good, rather than a comprehensive one applying to all domains of human life. Indeed, she has often written movingly of Rawls's work, comparing and defining her approach with reference to it and similarly appropriating various Kantian themes (see for example, "The Feminist Critique of Liberalism," in Sex and Social Justice). But her recent work on Frontiers of Justice: Disability, Nationality, Species Membership, while recognizing the fundamental importance of Rawls's political approach, also provides an extended and sophisticated critique of the contractarian, procedural elements in it. The capabilities approach, she argues, can more effectively deal with such pressing issues as justice for the disabled and for non-human animals, and international justice. Nussbaum also serves as the president of the Human Development and Capability Association, and her many professional and political activities have been highly successful in insuring that her more theoretical work has had a widespread practical impact.
Nussbaum has made fundamental contributions in many other areas as well. She has set out her own comprehensive view of the good life, stressing the role of religion in highlighting the human moral life rather than achieving some form of transcendence, and she has developed in great detail both a theory of emotion as a form of judgment and a vision of philosophy as a critical, Socratic tool entwined with literature and other areas of the humanities. Throughout her career, Nussbaum has by various means sought to undercut an overly Platonic (rather than Socratic or Aristotelian) vision of philosophy and human life by stressing the importance of compassion and recognizing human finitude and fragility (see, for example, Upheavals of Thought)..
Nussbaum has engaged in many spirited debates with other intellectuals, both in the pages of semi-popular magazines and book reviews as well as when testifying as an expert witness in court. Her pro-homosexual testimony as a classicist in the trial for Romer v. Evans has been called misleading and even perjurious by critics.[1] [2], though her replies to such criticisms are models of effective public philosophizing, reminiscent of another philosopher she admires, John Stuart Mill. Her critics have included such conservative political philosophers as Allan Bloom, John Finnis, Robert P. George, Harvey Mansfield, though others, such as Judith Butler, have also been politically challenged by her work.
Nussbaum is currently Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and Ethics at the University of Chicago Law School. She also holds cross-appointments in the Divinity School and in the Departments of Philosophy and Classics. She previously taught at Harvard and Brown where she held the rank of university professor. In the spring of 2007, she will be a visiting professor at Harvard Law School along with her partner and University of Chicago colleague Cass Sunstein.
In September 2005 Nussbaum was listed among the world's Top 100 intellectuals by Foreign Policy.
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